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Water Governance in Haiti: An Assessment of
Laws and Institutional Capacities*
Ryan B. Stoat
The Republic of Haiti struggles to sustainably manage its water resources. Public health is
compromised by low levels of water supply sanitation, and hygiene. While poor governance is
ofien blamed for these shortcomings, the laws and institutions regulating water resources in Haiti
are poorly understood especially by the international community This study bnogs together and
analyzes Haitian water laws, assesses institutional capacities, and provides a case study of water
management i northern Haiti in order to provide a more complete picture of the sector Funded
by the Inter-American Development Bank as part of the WaterAvailability Quality and Integrated
Water Resources Management in Northern Haiti (H4-TIl 79) Project, this study took place from
January-July 2015, with the help of local experts and participating stakeholders. The results
indicate that Haitiks water law framework is highly fragmentedi with overlapping mandates and
little coordination between munistnies at the national level, and ambiguous but unreahstic roles for
subnational governments. A capacity assessment of institutions in northern Haiti illustrates that
while local stakeholders are engaged human and financial resources are insufficient to carry out
statutory responsibilities. The findngs suggest that water resources management plannig should
engage local governments and community fixtures while supplementing capacities with national or
international support.
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WATER GOVERNANCE IN HAITI
I. INTRODUCTION
In October 2014, Florida International University (FIU) initiated a
27-month program to analyze water challenges in Haiti. Sponsored by
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB), the program has four
primary objectives: (1) to analyze Haitian water laws and policies, and
the institutions that implement them; (2) to identify gaps in hydrological
data; (3) to model future risk scenarios for the Trou-du-Nord Watershed;
and (4) to create a water management plan for the Caracol Industrial Park
and the Trou-du-Nord Watershed.
This study represents the first of the project's objectives. It is
intended to fill the gap of existing knowledge on water laws, policies,
and institutions in Haiti, as well as to provide an assessment of issues,
challenges, and opportunities for reform. An assessment of institutional
capacities in the Trou-du-Nord Watershed in northern Haiti provides a
case study of the complex and multilayered challenges faced by water
managers in the region and will serve as a guide for the Caracol
Industrial Park's water management plan.
The results of this study were presented to stakeholders in the Trou-
du-Nord Watershed, as well as national ministries, nongovernment
organizations (NGOs), and intergovernmental organizations, in June
2015. The workshops validated preliminary results, while making
clarifications and providing important insights that contributed to the
final analyses presented below. Research and development efforts
worldwide are not possible without meaningful stakeholder participation;
this study is no exception. In this introductory section, the scope of
Haiti's water resources management challenges is broadly outlined, as
well as prior efforts to analyze laws and institutional capacities that
provide context to the results of this study that follow.
A. The Water and Governance Context i Haiti
Haiti has the lowest rates of access to improved water supply and
sanitation facilities in the western hemisphere.2 In 2002 Haiti was ranked
last in the global Water Poverty Index,' and according to World Health
1. See Ryan Stoa, Projects & Field Research, RYAN STOA BLOG, http://www.ryan
stoa.com/projects (last visited Jan. 24, 2016).
2. Richard Gelting et al., Water, Sanitation and Hygiene in Haiti: Past, Present, and
Future, 89 AM. J. TROPICAL MED. & HYGIENE 665, 665 (2013) (citing UNITED NATIONS
CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF) ORG. & WORLD HEALTH ORG. (WHO), PROGRESS ON DRINKING
WATER& SANITATION: 2012 UPDATE 44-45 (2012)).
3. Peter Lawrence et al., The Water Poverty Index: An International Companson, 19
KEELE EcoN. RES. PAPERS 11, 11 (2002).
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Organization data, it is the only country in the world whose access to
sanitation facilities decreased from 1995-2010.4 Those figures likely
understate the situation considering the devastating impact of the 2010
earthquake near Port au Prince, Haiti's capital and largest city. Critical
infrastructure (e.g., hospitals, roads, seaports, airports, sewage systems,
water treatment facilities) was destroyed, and the United States Agency
for International Development (USAID) estimates that 1.5 million
people were displaced into approximately 15,000 camps.' A 2014 survey
found that 74% of families forced to leave their homes in 2010 still
considered themselves displaced, even though they no longer lived in
displacement camps.' From a governance perspective, the earthquake
also had the effect of shifting Haiti's water management priorities from
long-term development to emergency response.! These conditions were
exacerbated by an unexpected cholera epidemic that hospitalized
thousands and killed more than 700.' Water for domestic human needs
has been, and continues to be, a pressing demand that remains
unfulfilled.
Other sectors suffer from an acute lack of sustainably managed
water resources as well. The Water Poverty Index ranked Haiti last in the
world on environmental indicators, a measure that includes water quality,
water stress, water management capacity, information, and biodiversity.'
Haiti's water management landscape is dominated by small-scale
agriculture, a water-intensive industry that by 2013 accounted for more
than half of Haiti's labor force, 82% of total water withdrawals, and
almost two-thirds of Haiti's land area.'o Agricultural expansion has
4. UNITED NATIONS CHILDREN'S FUND (UNICEF) ORG. & WORLD HEALTH ORG.
(WHO), supra note 2, at 39-55.
5. U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L DEv. & OFFICE OF U.S. FOREIGN DISASTER ASSISTANCE,
HAITI--EARTHQUAKE: FACT SHEET #10, FISCAL YEAR (FY) 2001 (Feb. 4, 2011), http://www.
usaid.gov/our-work/humanitarian assistance/disaster assistance/.
6. Megan Bradley, Four Years Afler the Haiti Earthquake, the Search for Solutions to
Displacement Continues, BROOKINGS INST. UP FRONT BLOG (Jan. 13, 2014), http://www.
brookings.edu/blogs/up-front/posts/2014/01/13-haiti-earthquake-anniversay-bradley.
7. See Gelting et al., supra note 2, at 667.
8. David A. Walton & Louise C. Ivers, Responding to Cholera in Post-Farthquake Hait,
364 NEW ENG. J. MED. 3, 4 (2011); see also Matthew Smallman-Raynor et al., Geographical
Perspectives on Epidemic Transmission of Cholera in Haiti October 2010-March 2013, 105
ANNALS ASS'N AM. GEOGRAPHERS 665 (2015); Jocelyn M. Widmer et al., Water Related
infrastructure in a Region of Post-Earthquake Haiti: HIgh Levels of Fecal Contamination and
Need for Ongoing Monitorng, 91 AM. J. TROPICAL MED. & HYGIENE 790 (2014); Andrea
Rinaldo et al., Reassessment of the 2010-2011 Haiti Cholera Outbreak and Rainfall-Driven
Multseason Projections, 109 PROCEEDINGS NAT'L ACAD. SCI. 6602 (2012).
9. See Lawrence et al., supra note 3, at 8, 14.
10. Haiti: Geography, Climate and Population, FOOD & AGRIC. ORG., www.fao.org/
nr/water/aquastat/countries-regions/hti/index.stm (last visited Jan 23, 2016).
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fostered widespread deforestation, which in turn leads to soil erosion,
water quality degradation, drought vulnerabilities and flooding hazards,
and habitat destruction." Today, less than 2% of land area in Haiti is
forested.12 The fragmented nature of small-scale agriculture may provide
some measure of employment to Haiti's population, but presents
enormous barriers to monitoring and regulation of water resources.
These resources appear to be unsustainably exploited, in part
because very little information exists about water supplies and demands.
In the Trou-du-Nord Watershed in northern Haiti, for example, large-
scale housing developments, mining operations, infrastructural
improvements, and industrial manufacturing have either been planned or
recently introduced despite the virtual nonexistence of data on
precipitation, climate, surface water flows, or groundwater that would
normally precipitate such investments to ensure reliable water supplies
exist for development."
Shortcomings in water resources management can be partly
attributed to forces outside of Haiti's control. The 2010 earthquake, a
mountainous geography prone to hurricanes and extreme precipitation,
cheap agricultural imports, and a history of brutal colonial enslavement
and economic isolation have made their mark on the water sector.1 4 But
by and large, Haiti's water resources management challenges are
challenges of governance that go beyond the water sector. Since the
Duvalier family took power in 1957, Haiti's political landscape has been
marred by pervasive corruption, political (and at times violent) turmoil,
and irresponsible fiscal policies that enriched a few while leaving the
majority of Haiti's population with little in the way of government
services." As is common under these circumstances, natural resources
were unsustainably exploited.
Today the Haitian state continues to suffer from low levels of
human and financial resources, affecting regulatory development and
11. See Richard M. Foxx, Te Terre a Fatige 'The Earth is Tired': Reversing
Deforestation in Haitr, 27 BEHAV. INTERVENTION 105 (2012).
12. Id.
13. Henry Briceno, Data Gap Analysis and Review of Available Modeling Data in the
Pic andIts Contributing Watershed59 (2015) (on file with author).
14. See, e.g., PAUL FARMER, THE USES OF HAITI (Common Courage Press 1994); ROBERT
DEBT HE[NL & NANCY GORDON HEINL, WRITTEN IN BLOOD: THE STORY OF THE HAITIAN PEOPLE
1942-1995 (UPA newly revised ed. 2005); LAURENT DUBoiS, AVENGERS OF THE NEW WORLD:
THE STORY OF THE HAITAN REVOLUTION (Michael Heinl ed., First Harv. Univ. Press ed. 2005).
15. See POLITICS & POWER IN HAITI (Kate Quinn & Paul Sutton eds., 2013); LAURENT
DuBois, HAITI: THE AFTERSHOCKS OF HISTORY (2012).
16. JACQUES NICOLAS LEGER, HAITI: HER HISTORY AND HER DETRACTORS 256 (1907).
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enforcement capacities." The breakdown of effective governance creates
many challenges, among them the ability to understand how a sector is
organized, who has authority to manage it, and whether that authority is
matched with capacity and political will. This study targets the water
sector in order to fill the gap in understanding the laws, policies,
institutions, and capacities that collectively form the water governance
framework of Haiti.
B. Pnior Research
This study is not the first attempt to analyze water governance in
Haiti. Of the various thoughtful articles that touch on this subject in
some capacity," three are profiled here. Each identifies similar
challenges, suggesting that shortcomings in the sector are the result of
embedded or underlying conditions. Nonetheless, prior studies come to
different conclusions regarding reform. While this study does not take a
position on these proposals, they are provided to display the diversity in
approaches recommended for the sector.
In 1998 Evens Emmanuel and Jean Dubus produced the Bilan-
Diagnostic Du Secteur Eau/Assaizissement; Scenano Pour la Creation
d'une Autorite Nationale de L'Eau,19 which comprehensively examined
the institutions and policies responsible for composing the water sector in
Haiti. The review is two-parted. In the first, Emmanuel and Dubus
assess the state of the water sector, and they conclude that three groups of
actors merit further support and scrutiny: administrative agencies, which
require increased capacity; educational institutions, who should make
partnerships with foreign research groups; and NGOs, who should focus
their attention on water supply, sanitation, and hygiene.20 Many of the
observations made in 1998 appear valid to this day.
17. Data: Hait, WORLD BANK, http://www.data.worldbank.org/country/Haiti (last visited
Feb. 16, 2016).
18. See, e.g, MINISTRE DE L'ENVIRONNEMENT, UNITE DE MIFE EN OEUVRE DU PLAN
D'ACTION POUR L'ENVIRONNEMENT, INTEGRATING THE MANAGEMENT OF WATERSHEDS AND
COASTAL AREAS IN HAITI, HAITI NAT'L REPORT (Sept. 2001), http://www.monroecollege.edu/
upluadeaFiles/_siteAssets/PDF/Haiti-national-reportl.pdf; JEAN ANDR' VICTOR, SYNTIESE DE
LA LEGISLATION ET DES POLIIQUES ENVIRONNEMENTALES (2006); MARC-ANTOINE NOEL & JEAN-
ANDRE VICTOR, ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS & OPPORTUNITIES IN HAITI: A BACKGROUND ANALYSIS
(Glenn Smucker ed., 2006) (cited in USAID, ENVIRONMENTAL VULNERABILITY IN HAITI
FINDINGS & RECOMMENDATIONS (April 2007), http://pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/Pnadn816.pdf).
19. EVENS EMMANUEL & JEAN DUBUS, BILAN-DIAGNOSTIC Du SECTEUR EAU/
ASSAINISSEMENT: SCENARIO POUR LA CREATION D'UNE AUTORITE NATIONALE DE L'EAU,
RAPPORT DE LA MISION DE CONSULTATION (Dec. 1998), http://www.fichier-pdf.fr/2012/11/281
eau-en-ha-ti-scenario-pour-la-creation-d-une-autorite-nationale-1.
20. Id. at 46.
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In the second part, the authors state their case for a reorganization
of the water sector. First and foremost, a national water authority is
envisioned, wherein an inter-ministerial council, Water Ministry, and
National Water Fund are to be established under the auspices of the
Prime Minister.2 1 The authors advocate for a somewhat decentralized
approach by creating Basin and Aquifer Commissions, but
philosophically the paper places most emphasis on strengthening
national administrative agencies and capacities by creating institutions
devoted to water resources management.22 It is important to note that the
Emmanuel-Dubus report was published before many of the laws and
policies analyzed in this document were enacted, and therefore should be
read with historical context in mind. That dynamic notwithstanding,
many of the report's observations appear to hold true today, and the
proposals for a national water authority address the same concerns
expressed in. this study.
In 2008, a research team led by the Center for Human Rights and
Global Justice at the New York University (NYU) School of Law
produced Wdch nan Soley: The Denial of the Right to Water in Haiti2 3
The study integrates human rights law and public health to assess the
state of water, provision in Haiti.24 By taking a human rights-based
approach to its water sector analysis, the researchers argue that the
Haitian state and foreign institutions (including the United States and the
IDB) violate the rights of the Haitian people by not following through on
commitments to provide water in sufficient quantity, quality, and
accessibility.25 The findings are significant in that, while many observers
place blame on Haitian institutions for an underperforming water sector,
the researchers criticize international organizations for filling the gap
without providing transparency or accountability.26 The solution, they
argue, is a national water strategy that follows a rights-based approach,
creating tangible obligations for the Haitian government and foreign
institutions.27 The veracity of this approach likely turns on whether the
right to water is found to exist in international law and in Haiti.
Finally, in 2009 Martin Bush and Emmanuel Sildor-contracted by
the USAID-released "Watershed Management in Haiti: Recommended
21. Id. at 56-57.
22. See id. at 67-69.
23. Monika Kaira Varma et al., W6ch nan Soley: The Denial of the Right to Water in
Haiti, 10 HEALTH & HUM. RTs. 67 (2008).
24. Id.
25. Id at 69-70.
26. Id. at 80.
27. Id. at 80-81.
24920 17]
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Revisions to National Policy." 28 The report focuses on the apparent
disconnect between the Ministry of the Environment and the Ministry of
Agriculture with respect to water resources management, but concludes
that both ministries show substantial agreement towards, and support for,
strengthening local government management of water resources. 29 The
recommendations that follow largely support this point of agreement,
calling for increased capacity to both ministries for staff in the field and
at the watershed level, as well as increased support for watershed
councils and local governments."o The report summarizes overlaps in
jurisdiction and mandate between ministries, while largely leaving the
existing water sector framework in place."
Much has changed since these research efforts were undertaken, not
least of which was the 2010 earthquake that leveled much of Port-au-
Prince.32 In January of 2015, the parliament of Haiti was dissolved,
allowing the national government to rule by decree and sparking regular
protests in the nation's capital." Nonetheless, many of the conclusions
drawn by prior researchers describe challenges Haiti continues to face
today, and their proposals for reform address many of the same issues
this study identifies. The following analysis is thus an affirmation,
update, and, where applicable, divergence from prior research.
II. THE LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
A. Institutions
1. Ministry of the Environment'
The Ministry of the Environment is statutorily responsible for most
aspects of water resources management, including water quality
regulation, policy-making, monitoring and evaluation, inter-ministerial
28. MARTIN BUSH & EMMANUEL SILDOR, U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L DEV., WATERSHED
MANAGEMENT IN HAITI: RECOMMENDED REViSIONS TO NATIONAL POLICY (Sept. 2009), http://
www.pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/Pnadpl34.pdf.
29. Id. at 33.
30. Id at 35.
31. Id at 35-39.
32. For a general examination of the earthquake and its aftermath, see Janet Reitman,
BeyondRelief How the World FailedHait, ROLLING STONE (Aug. 4, 2011), http://www.rolling
stone.con/politics/news/how-the-world-failed-haiti-20110804.
33. Jacqueline Charles, Haiti Launches Campaign Season for Elections, MIAMI HERALD
(July 9, 2015, 9:51 PM), http://www.miamiherald.com/news/nation-world/world/americas/haiti/
article26921350.html.
34. MINISTERE DE L'ENVIRONMENT, http://www.mde-h.gouv.ht/ (last visited Feb. 15,
2016).
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coordination, conservation, and enforcement." Some of these powers
were explicitly inherited from the Ministry of Agriculture in recent
years.36 Its broad and ambitious mandate is unfortunately coupled with
an acute lack of capacity in both management and technical expertise."
It has too few staff to work on the many environmental challenges facing
the country, and the staff it does have lack key skills, tools, and resources
to effectively carry out their assignments.
2. Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Rural
Development38
By contrast, the Ministry of Agriculture, Natural Resources and
Rural Development (Ministry of Agriculture) has extensive resources
(both human and financial) at its disposal, and exerts significant control
over water resources management decisions, particularly those actions
affecting irrigation and land use." It retains significant and nearly
exclusive authority over irrigation and agricultural water management,
although it has recently attempted to broaden its powers to include
watershed management in general.' Its watershed management policies
attempt to bring local governments into its policy regime, though from a
legal-regulatory perspective, the Ministry of Agriculture has little
statutory support for its role in establishing water resources policy. Still,
it exerts significant influence in the sector due to its financial and human
resources, and the importance of agriculture to the Haitian economy.4
3. Ministry of Public Works, Transportation, and Communication42
The Ministry of Public Works, Transportation, and Communication
(Ministry of Public Works) is responsible for water supply, sanitation,
35. Le Mistare en Bror MINISTERE DE L'ENVIRONMENT, http://www.mde-h.gouv.nt/
ministerebrief. htm (last visited Feb 17, 2016).
36. See BUSH & SILDOR, supra note 28, at 35.
37. Id.
38. MINISTERE DE L'AGRICULTURE DES RESSOURCES NATURELLES ET DU DEVELOPPEMENT
RURAL, SITE WEB OFFICIEL DU MARNDR, NATURAL RESOURCES, AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT,
http://www.agriculture.gouv.ht/view/0 1/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2016).
39. Id.
40. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., WATERSHED MANAGEMENT POLICY (1999) (cited in USAID,
supra note 18).
41. Agriculture remains the largest sector of the Haitian economy, despite efforts to
diversify. See, e.g., Rashmee Roshan Lall, Haiti's Employment Push Tums to Textiles as
Fanning Tradition Uprooted GUARDIAN (Aug. 21, 2015), http://www.theguardian.com/global-
development/poverty-matters/2013/aug/21 /haiti-employment-textiles-farming.
42. See MINISTERE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS, TRANSPORTS ET COMMUNICATIONS, http://
www.mtptc.gouv.ht/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2016).
2512017]
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and hygiene through its Direction Nationale de l'Eau Potable et de
i'Assahinissement (DIINEPA-National Directorate for Water Supply and
Sanitation),4 3 a poorly funded agency tasked with implementing the 2009
Framework Law on Water Supply," coordinating donor assistance,
regulating water service providers, and facilitating decentralization of
water supply management. In addressing water supply and sanitation
DINEPA is taking on one. of Haiti's foremost challenges,4 5 though it
appears the agency's staff are ill-equipped to address Haiti's water supply
needs and rely heavily on NGOs and international development
assistance.
4. Ministry of Planning and External Cooperation4 6
The Ministry of Planning and External Cooperation (Ministry of
Planning) plays a coordinating role between the various government
ministries, as well as the multitude of donors and donor-funded projects.
Of particular interest is the Comit6 Inteninristiriel dAmn6agement du
Tenitoire (CIAT-Inter-ministerial Committee for the Management of
the Territory), 47 a committee charged with coordinating actions among
Ministries. The CIAT is composed of the Ministries of Agriculture,
Environment, and Planning, as well as the Ministries of the Interior,
Public Works, and Finance.4 8 It is chaired by the Prime Minister, and has
the potential to be a strong voice in setting water policy.49 Its operational
and management framework, however, is relatively ambiguous. One of
its explicit components is watershed management,"o but to date there is
little evidence that watershed management is a priority for the
committee.
43. See DINEPA: DIRECTION NATIONALE DE L'EAU POTABLE ET AE L'ASSAINISSEMENT,
http://www.dinepa.gouv.ht/ (last visited Feb. 18, 2016).
44. FRAMEWORK LAW ON WATER SUPPLY (2009) (on file with author).
45. See, e.g., Gelting, supra note 2 ("Haiti is the most underserved country in the western
hemisphere in terms of water and sanitation infrastructure by a wide margin.").
46. See MINISTERE DE LA PLANIFICATION ET DE LA COOPERATION ETERNE, http://www.
mpce.gouv.ht/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2016).
47. See CIAT: COMITE INTERMINISTERIEL D'AMENAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE, http://www.
ciat.gouv.ht/ (last visited Feb. 15, 2016).
48. Les Mhlisteres Membres du Cia4 CIAT: COMrTE INTERMNISTERIEL D'AMENAGEMENT
DU TERRITOIRE, http://www.ciat.gouv.ht/ministeres (last visited Feb. 18, 2016).
49. Organramme, CIAT: COMITE INTERMINISTERIEL D'AMENAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE,
http://www.ciat.gouv.ht/pages/organigramme (last visited Feb. 18, 2016).
50. Gestion deL 'emu, CIAT: COMITE INTERMINISTERIEL D'AMENAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE,
http://www.ciat.gouv.ht/axes/gestion-de-leau (last visited Feb. 15, 2016).
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5. Ministry of the Economy and Finance"
The Ministry of the Economy and Finance (Ministry of the
Economy) coordinates the national budget approval process and helps
establish priority funding targets.52 Due to this responsibility, it plays a
large role in determining how much support the Ministries and local
governments involved in water management will receive. In general
Haiti's national budget is relatively limited, but is still relied on to provide
essential water management services.53 A Technical Execution Unit
(UTE) of the Ministry of the Economy and Finance also oversees the
administration of projects affecting water resources, such as the Caracol
Industrial Park.'
6. Sections, Communes, and Departments
Haitian government life is divided between the national government
and local collectivities." Sections form communes, and communes form
departments." Departments form the highest level of sub-national
government." In principle Haiti has embraced decentralized water
management policies, which promote water management and service
delivery at the lowest appropriate governance level. Accordingly, the
national government has promulgated several laws transferring authority
over water resources (including water supply, sanitation, and hygiene,
and the development of environmental action plans) to local territories
(including Sections, Communes, and Departments)." However, the
legislation has not clearly articulated a coordinated or strategic direction
for water resources management, and has not provided local institutions
with the funding or human resources necessary to carry out a successful
and sustainable decentralization strategy. The laws also fail to clearly
51. MINISTERE DE L'ECONOMIE ET DES FINANCEs (MEF), http://www.mef.gouv.ht/ (last
visited Feb. 15, 2016).
52. Missions et Attributions, MINISTERE DE L'ECONOMIE ET DES FINANCES (MEF),
http://www.mefgouv.ht/inaex.php?page=Missions702et7O2OAttributions (last visited Feb. 18,
2016).
53. Ministbre de l'Economie et des Finances (MEF), L'Economie I'Agriculture: Eyel
A venir PourHaiti.8 PARLONS Eco. MAG. (Jan 2016), http://www.mef.gov.ht/docs/mef mag.pdf.
54. Presentation de i'UTE, UTE: UNITE TECHNIQUE D'EXECUTION MINISTERE DE
L'ECONOMIE ET DES FINANCEs, http://www.ute.gouv.ht/bm/ (last visited Feb. 18, 2016).
55. See, for example, SIGIFREDO RAMIREZ ET AL., U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L DEV., LOCAL
GOVERNMENT DECENTRALIZATION ASSESSMENT IN HAITI: SUSTAINABLE URBAN MANAGEMENT
(SUM LEC QUICK RESPONSE TARK ORDER 8) (July 2006), http://www.pdf.usaid.gov/pdf docs/
Pnadn818.pdf for an overview of the decentralization of Haitian government.
56. Id.
57. Id.
58. See id.
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establish which ministry or ministries the municipalities should work
with to develop their water resource management plans. These
challenges are demonstrated by the case study of the, Trou-du-Nord
watershed below.
7. Foreign Donors and Private Sector Actors
There are a multitude of non-Haitian actors playing a role in the
water sector, including foreign governments, intergovernmental
organizations, and NGOs that occupy the governance gap in the water
sector created by a weak Haitian state and private sector businesses and
organizations that operate for-profit enterprises. As mentioned above,
the Ministry of Planning coordinates donor activity, broadly authorizing
projects and guiding donors toward areas of critical need." In practice
this is a difficult task, as Haiti attracts an overwhelming number of
nonprofit entities seeking to make an impact.'
The private sector also plays a large role in water management.
Private companies offering to build manufacturing plans and provide
foreign investment in Haiti have significant influence over local and
national governmental affairs and can demand water rights or shield
themselves from prosecution.6 In other ways the private sector may
organize its affairs to promote its interests. The Socitd Nationale des
Parcs Industiels (SONAPI-National Society of Industrial Parks) is an
"industrial and commercial autonomous body [whose] duty is to
implement, promote, organize and manage Industrial Parks in the
Republic of Haiti, including the Caracol Industrial Park and Metropolitan
Industrial Park.62 While SONAPI's capacity to craft water policy is
limited, its importance to the Haitian economy gives it a voice in national
affairs.
59. Attributions, MINISTERE DE LA PLANIFICATION ET DE LA COOPERATION EXTERNE,
http://www.mpce.gouv.ht/fr/attributions (last visited Feb. 18, 2016).
60. See Reitman, supra note 32, for a critique of the international community's
overwhelming and at times uncoordinated presence in Haiti.
61. See Varma et al., supra note 23, at 71 (citing Shoshana Guy, Haiti: The Strzggle for
Water, FRONTLINE WORLD (Oct. 2004), http://www.pbs.org/frontlineworld/fellow/Haiti/indexa.
html).
62. Haiti-Economy: The SONAPI Proud of Its Catacol Industrial Park, HAITI CiBRE
(Oct. 24, 2012), http://www.hatielire.com/en/news-6984-haiti-economy-the0sonapi-proud-of-its-
caracol-industrial-park.html.
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B. Laws and Policies
1. 1984 Rural Code of Frangois Duvalier
The Rural Code is a framework legal instrument regulating many
aspects of rural Haitian life.' As a general matter it does not delegate
much authority to collectivities or provide a baseline from which
collectivities can add localized regulations." Instead many aspects of
rural life are proscribed by the national government in surprisingly
specific ways.' As pertains to water management, the Rural Code is
similarly rigid, requiring for example that anyone seeking to make a
diversion from a water source apply for a permit and that the application
be investigated on-site.67 A permit can be issued as long as the water is
not already allocated and promotes the public interest." In principle this
type of water allocation doctrine is reasonable and reflects legal doctrine
of other jurisdictions (regulated riparianism in the United States, for
example)." In this case the Rural Code appears not to appreciate how
difficult implementation and enforcement might be.
In other cases the Rural Code appears to articulate a broad water
management philosophy but does not follow through on that promise
with subsequent support or clarification.o In article 132, for example, a
landowner is entitled to use streamwater passing through his/her property
as long as the land is well maintained and at least two-thirds of it is used
.for agriculture."
The passage raises a number of questions: How are we to define
"well-maintained"? Who has the authority to make that determination?
Why prioritize agricultural uses over all other potential uses? Why was
two-thirds chosen as the threshold? Absent a broader approach toward
water management, the Rural Code comes off as arbitrary and centrally
imposed.
63. CODE RURAL (Haiti).
64. See id
65. See id.
66. See id.
67. For a guide to the permit process, see World Bank Group [WBG], Dealing with
Construction Permits in Haiti, DOING BUSINESS.ORG, http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/explore
economies/haiti/dealing-with-construction-perrnits/ (last visited Feb. 19, 2016).
68. CODE RURAL arts. 138-40 (Haiti).
69. See Robert E. Beck, The Regulated Riparian Model Water Code Bluepnot for
Twenty First Century Water Management 25 WM. & MARY ENvTL. L. & POL'Y REv. 113 (2000).
70. CODE RURAL (Haiti).
71. CODE RURAL art. 132 (Haiti).
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2. 1987 Constitution of the Republic of Haiti7 2
The Haitian Constitution contains several provisions that indirectly
address water resources management. Article 22 recognizes a right of
every citizen to decent housing, education, food, and social security,73
while Article 23 recognizes a right to appropriate means to protect
human health. 74  Article 36-5 distinguishes an individual's right to
property from coasts, springs, rivers, and watercourses, which belong to
the state." Article 52-1 imposes on citizens a duty to respect and protect
the environment.7 ' Articles 253-258 broadly address the government's
role towards the environment, articulating vague principles of
environmental protection.7
The question is whether or not the Constitution imposes on the state
or individuals a meaningful right or duty with respect to water resources.
Some observers (such as the NYU research team) argue that because
water is necessary to fulfill explicit rights (like food), it is an implicit
right provided by the Constitution." A more strict interpretation of the
text would dismiss any notion of implicit rights. In any case, it is not
clear what impact environmental rights would have even if they were
explicit.
3. 1999 Ministry of the Environment Environmental Action Plan79
The Ministry of the Environment's Environmental Action Plan
created a grand vision for environmental management in Haiti. Of
particular importance here is Priority Program 5: Management of
Strategic Watersheds. The program calls for several implementing
strategies, including land-use plans, watershed management plans, and
the promotion of "conservationist agriculture.""o Unfortunately, while the
plan receives high marks for its vision and participatory approach, it fails
to demonstrate how the vision will be carried out. Its goals are ambitious
but the plan does not address the incremental'steps that will be necessary
to reach those goals."' It does not, for example, address inter-ministerial
coordination or establish firm commitments.
72. 1987 CONST. (HAITI).
73. Id. art. 22.
74. Id. art. 23.
75. Id. art. 36-5.
76. Id art. 52-1 (n).
77. Id arts. 253-58.
78. Varma et al., supra note 23, at 77.
79. ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION PLAN, MDE (1999) (cited in USAID, supra note 18).
80. Id
81. Id.
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4. 1999 Ministry of Agriculture Watershed Management Policy82
Around the same time that the Environmental Action Plan was
being developed, the Ministry of Agriculture was setting in motion its
own vision for water policy. The Watershed Management Policy is
remarkable for two reasons. First, the policy set up a bottom-up
approach towards developing watershed management plans by requiring
collectivities to develop a micro-watershed plan that would be integrated
into plans developed by the next highest level of government." The
policy asserts that financial and human resources would be made
available to collectivities to undertake this process,84 though this has
rarely been the case. Second, the policy appears to broaden the
jurisdiction of the Ministry of Agriculture significantly. While the
Ministry was authorized to regulate water used for irrigation, it had not
previously been in charge of creating watershed management plans,
which are by nature cross-sectoral and address water uses other than
agriculture." It is largely for this reason, and the Environmental
Management Decree that followed, that the Ministry of Agriculture's
Watershed Management Policy is viewed as lacking the statutory
authority to wield the force of law." Because the Ministry is relatively
well-staffed relative to other agencies this has not prevented it from
exerting some control over watershed management, but there remains a
disconnect between the Ministry's internal policy and its statutory
authority.
5. 2006 Environmental Management Decree"
Perhaps because the Ministry of Agriculture expanded its authority
over water resources management, in 2006 the Environmental
Management Decree made explicit the Ministry of the Environment's
authority over national environmental policy." This includes the right to
declare eroded land to be inappropriate for agriculture and explicitly
transfer powers over forest management and water resources from the
82. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supra note 40.
83. For further discussion, see BUSH & SILDOR, supranote 28, at 13-14.
84. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supranote 40.
85. Id.
86. This sentiment is shared by BUSH & SILDOR, supra note 28, at 14 (citation omitted), as
well as VICTOR (2006), supra note 18.
87. Environmental Management Decree, art. 1-162 (2006); see generally 11 Official
Gazette of the Republic of Haiti 161 (Aug. 3, 2015), http://law.sc.edu/pathfinder/haiti/docs/2006
0126-environmentalmanagement.pdf (last visited Feb. 2, 2016).
88. Id. art. 20.
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Ministry of Agriculture to the Ministry of the Environment.89 It also
requires the Ministry of the Environment to lead the coordination effort
between ministries and local governments and creates the same bottom-
up approach to environmental management planning that the Ministry of
Agriculture's Watershed Management Policy created in 1999.
The Environmental Management Decree is somewhat more specific
regarding roles and responsibilities, clearly vesting authority over water
resources to the Ministry of the Environment, and clarifying that material
support to collectivities will be provided by the central government
budget." Still, by keeping authority over irrigation systems with the
Ministry of Agriculture, the Decree somewhat ambiguously creates a
competitive dynamic between the two ministries.92 The Decree also does
not provide commitments toward staffing and financing the Ministry of
the Environment," a vital component of any environmental management
strategy.
6. 2006 Decentralization Decree94
In line with the principle of subsidiarity," the Decentralization
Decree aimed to delegate certain powers to local governments. Chapter
3 of the Decree addresses the environment, imposing on sections,
communes, and departments the duty to enforce logging prohibitions,
protect watercourses, control pollution, and regulate livestock farming.9
Communes are specifically responsible for elaborating resource
management plans and building dams and reservoirs, and departments
must monitor facilities, verify impact studies, and establish protected
areas.98 The Decree may seek to empower local governments, but
without a commitment to provide financial and human resources to
them, a Decree of this nature cannot be fulfilled. Many sections,
communes, and departments have poor or nonexistent offices, part-time
89. Id art. 100.
90. Id arts. 20, 115, 116.
91. Id.art. 1]7.
92. Id. Article 117 of the Decree gives water use priority to ecosystems over agriculture
or irrigation, but acting on this priority remains challenging. Id art. 17.
93. Environmental Management Decree, arts. 77-9 (2006).
94. Decret sur le Cadre de la Decentralisation, Fevrier (2006), http://www.leparlement
haitien.infolesenat/images/Proposition deIloi decentralisationvotee_1e_10_avril_2013_ausen
at.pdf
95. See Ryan Stoa, Subsidiarity in Pinciple: Decentralization of Water Resources
Management, 10 UTRECHT L. REv. 31 (2014) for a discussion of the principle of subsidiarity.
96. Decret sur le cadre de la Decentralisation, Ch.3 (2006).
97. Id
98. Id
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staff with low qualifications, and/or more pressing political concerns.
The idea that sections are equipped to combat illegal logging, for
example, is unrealistic. Absent a complementary plan to build capacity
of local governments, the Decree has little positive impact on water
resources management.
7. 2009 Framework Law on Water Supply"
Water supply, sanitation, and hygiene is an immense problem in
Haiti. According to the World Health Organization, approximately one-
third of Haitians do not have access to an improved water source" and
four-fifths do not have access to improved sanitation.o' To combat the
situation the government enacted the Framework Law on Water Supply.
The Framework vests significant authority in the Ministry of Public
Work's DINEPA, including the authority to set policy, create pricing
schemes, establish water quality standards, issuing permits, enforcing
violations, and mediating disputes.102 These are important powers to
enumerate in an implementing agency, and with the authority to set
further policies and regulations, DINEPA should be well-suited, from a
statutory perspective, to improve water and sanitation services."o
Unfortunately, the law does not commit the government to adequate
funding sources, nor does it create and staff institutions or mechanisms to
implement many of its provisions" The Framework Law on Water
Supply is a good first step, but the scale of the problem (compounded by
the 2010 earthquake) is so vast that the law alone is not enough to
adequately address water and sanitation issues.
C Cross-Cutting Challenges
1. Statutory Obscurity
Successful implementation of a law or policy starts with the
statutory text of the law itself. If the law is written clearly enough the
99. FRAMEWORK LAW ON WATER SUPPLY, supra note 44.
100. UNICEF & WHO, supra note 4, at 45.
101. Id at 44. The percentage of Haitians without access to improved sanitation facilities
in Haiti has steadily risen since 1990.
102. See APropos de Nous, DINEPA: DIRECTION NATIONALE DE L'EAU POTABLE ET DE
L'ASSINISSEMENT (Aug. 3, 2015), http://www.dinepa.gouv.htla-propos-de-nous/ (last visited Feb.
21, 2016) for an overview of DINEPA responsibilities and activities.
103. Seeid
104. See KATHERINE E. BLISS & MATT FISHER, CTR. FOR STRATEGIC & INT'L STUDIES,
WATER AND SANITATION IN THE TIME OF CHOLERA, SUSTAINING PROGRESS ON WATER,
SANITATION, AND HEALTH IN HAITI 9 (Sept. 2013), http://www.csis.org/files/publication/1 30905
BlisswatersanitationcholeraWEB.pdf(citation omitted).
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implementing agency is enabled to carry out its mandate. If the law is
not clearly written, does not create means to enact its desired outcomes,
or is not coherently placed in a broader legal framework, successful
implementation is doomed from the start.' There appear to be examples
of all three shortcomings here. Many of the above water laws are
ambiguously written or provide too little direction for an agency and
other government partners to follow. In other cases, laws are too
proscriptive and burdensome for enforcement to be realistic, eroding the
legitimacy of the law.
Consider the Ministry of Agriculture's Watershed Management
Policy. On the one hand its policy goals give ambiguously equal weight
to agricultural production and environmental conservation, ignoring the
fact that production and conservation often conflict and giving Ministry
officials little guidance on how to resolve those conflicts.'" On the other
hand, the policy proscribes a rigid watershed resources management plan
scheme that requires micro-watershed organizations to create a plan,
which is incorporated into a section-level plan, which is incorporated into
a commune-level plan, which is incorporated into a department-level
plan.o' In practice this process is burdensome on local governments who
have neither the means to develop, or the authority to approve, their own
plans. As a result this process is largely ignored.
2. Regulatory Capacity
In other cases the statutory text may strike a balance between
ambiguity and rigidity but does not match up with the capabilities of the
implementing agency. If a law is too ambitious relative to capacity, the
agency will not be able to fulfill its mandate and may have to choose
between lesser outcomes the original text did not contemplate.'
Similarly, if a law is not ambitious enough, the agency will fulfill its
mandate and either waste excess capacity by doing nothing, or devote
resources to additional tasks the original text did not contemplate. In the
Haitian water sector the former scenario is most prevalent. The 2009
Framework Law on Water Supply, for example, vests DINEPA (through
105. See, e.g., Young Han Chun & Hal G. Rainey, Goal Ambiguity in US. Federal
Agencies, 15 J. PUB. ADMrN. RES. & THEORY 1 (2005).
106. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supra note 40.
107. Id.
108. See, eg., Susana Carillo, World Bank Assessing Governance and Strengthening
Capacity Mi Haiti, WORLD BANK INST. (Dec. 2007), http://www.siteresources.worldbank.org/
INTCDRD/Resources/eDBrieg.25.pdf; Jurian Edelenbos & Geert Teisman, Water Governance
Capacity: The Art of Dealhag with a Multiplicity of Levels, Sectors and Domains, I INT'L J.
WATER GOVERNANCE 89 (2013).
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the Ministry of Public Works) with broad powers and responsibilities
over drinking water and sanitation." These include creating pricing
schemes, establishing water quality standards, issuing permits,
monitoring and evaluating water quality and system performance,
approving infrastructure projects, and mediating between contractors."o
These responsibilities are not inappropriate in principle, but considering
the human and financial resources at DINEPA's disposal and the current
state of drinking water and sanitation in Haiti, the law's ambitions do not
match the regulatory capacity of its implementing agency.
3. Horizontal Coordination
As the above discussion of the institutional framework
demonstrates, water management authority is shared between several
national level ministries. While the Ministry of the Environment enjoys
broad powers over water resources management, two of the largest and
most critical water users-agriculture and water supply-are governed
by the Ministries of Agriculture and Public Works, respectively."' The
Ministry of Planning and its CIAT are responsible for inter-ministerial
coordination, but water sector planning is only one of many cross-cutting
issues it must address."2  Not enough is being done to facilitate
cooperation and jointly find opportunities between ministries. The
Environmental Management Decree assigns the responsibility for water
sector coordination to the Ministry of the Environment,"' but it is not
well placed to persuade other Ministries to cooperate.
Furthermore, there is little in the way of water sector coordination
between donors and donor projects. Because regulatory capacity in Haiti
is low, many donors have stepped into the vacuum and fulfill public
services, such as housing, primary care, or infrastructural development." 4
In each of these sectors there are coordination challenges to overcome.
This is true in the water sector as well, where donors and projects carry
109. FRAMEWORK LAW ON WATER SUPPLY, supra note 44.
110. Id.
111. MINISTERE DE L'AGRICULTURE DES RESSOURCES NATURELLES ET DU DEVELOPPEMENT
RURAL, supra note 38; Les Ministere des TPTC, M ISTERE DES TRAVAUX PUBLICS, TRANSPORTS
ET COMMUNICATIONS, http://www.mtptc.gouv.ht/accueil/le-ministere/page_1e-ministere.html (last
visited Feb. 21, 2016).
112. MINISTERE DE LA PLANIFICATION ET DE LA COOPERATION EXTERNE, supra note 59;
CIAT: COMITE INTERMINISTERIEL D'AMENAGEMENT DU TERRITOIRE, supra note 47.
113. MINISTEREDE L'ENVIRONMENT, supra note 34.
114. See Appel i I'Jnvestissemen + Privd Atranger et National, MINISTERE DE LA
PLANIFICATION ET DE LA COOPERATION EXTERNE, http://www.MPCE.gouv.ht/fr/appel-investiss
ment-prive-etranger-et-national (last visited Feb. 21, 2016).
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out workplans without exploring potential benefits of cooperation. "'
Here, the Ministry of the Environment and to some extent the CIAT are
in charge of coordination, but both appear overwhelmed with the task.
Whether between ministries, donors, or the sector as a whole, horizontal
coordination is lacking in the water sector.
4. Vertical Coordination
There is too little coordination between local governments and the
national government as well. Several water law frameworks identify a
role for collectivities or even impose obligations on them, such as the
Ministry of Agriculture's Watershed Management Policy, Environmental
Management Decree, or Decentralization Decree." 6 And yet, the various
roles and responsibilities sections, communes, and departments have
with each other and the national ministries is not collectively well
thought out.
For example, both the Ministry of Agriculture's Watershed
Management Policy and the Environmental Management Decree
establish a bottom-up approach whereby sections, communes, and
departments must prepare natural resources management plans and
environmental management plans (MoE) for watersheds, which are
integrated into the plans of the next highest level of government."' Given
the similarities between these processes and their subject matter, it would
be logical to expect that they be integrated in some way to reduce
redundancies and promote holistic thinking. That does not appear to be
the case. Instead, to whatever extent these parallel processes are actually
carried out is done so independently of each other."'
5. Enforcement
If a government agency sets a policy that is subsequently violated,
that agency (or another, but at least one) must be able to enforce the
policy by prosecuting the violation, thereby obtaining injunctive relief,
compensation for damages, or some other equitable solution. An agency
115. See MINISTRY OF PUB. HEALTH & POPULATION: NAT'L DIRECTORATE FOR WATER
SUPPLY AND SANITATION, NATIONAL PLAN FOR THE ELIMINATION OF CHOLERA IN HAI 2013-
2022 (Feb. 2013), http://www.lessonsfrombaiti.org/download/Report Center/nat-plan-cholera-en.
pdf.
116. See MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supra note 40; Environmental Management Decree, supra
note 93; Decret sur le cadre de la Decentralisation, Fevrier, supra note 96.
117. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supra note 40; Environmental Management Decree, supra note
93.
118. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supa note 40.
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can also enforce its policies by making it less likely that a violation will
occur in the first place. If an agency cannot enforce a policy, actors
become aware and the policy will lose meaning or effect. The water
sector in Haiti suffers from a lack of enforcement for several reasons. As
mentioned above, agencies have little regulatory capacity to develop
policies that have a high likelihood of success, monitor water users for
potential violations, or prosecute violators. Second, factors broader than
the water sector's scope frustrate enforcement, such as a relatively weak
justice system, or a land tenure tradition in which ownership is difficult
to ascertain."' Third, the sheer scope of violations makes it challenging
and potentially arbitrary to decide which violators to target. For
example, Article 137 of the Code Rural made it illegal for anyone to
pump water from a stream without a permit from the Ministry of
Agriculture, who was required to visit the site and investigate the water
use before issuing a permit.12 0 If anyone was aware of this policy it was
likely disregarded, as the Ministry of Agriculture is not capable of
monitoring and enforcing each individual collection point.121 Individuals
might develop a reasonable basis with which to assume the policy is
outdated or no longer valid, and punishing some violators in this scenario
might be deemed inequitable.
Enforcement problems arise when donor-funded projects take on a
large role in the water sector as well. On the one hand, donors are often
based abroad with foreign staff, bank accounts, and constituencies. This
makes it difficult for the Haitian government to insist that its policies be
respected when donor projects adopt their own approach. On the other
hand, donor projects carry out some important public services (such as
clean water provision) and therefore take on a government-like role, but
they lack the authority to prosecute violations (such as overconsumption
of a well or dumping pollutants into a river).
6. Financing
An undercurrent of this assessment is that the water sector in Haiti
is under-funded. Developing a coherent and integrated legal framework,
building regulatory capacity, establishing and staffing coordination
mechanisms, and enforcing policies requires money. Haiti is notoriously
poor, with meager tax revenues and an economy reliant on small-scale
119. See, e.g., Ryan Stoa, The Law ofDisaster and Displacement in Haiti (Part II), RYAN
STOA BLOG (Apr. 15, 2015), http://ryanstoa.com/blog/2015/4/14/the-law-of-disaster-and-
displacernent-in-haiti-part-ii.
120. CODE RURAL art. 137 (Haiti).
121. MINISTRY OF AGRIC., supra note 40.
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agriculture.1 2 2 Low levels of education and corruption are common. 123
The capital was hit hard by the 2010 earthquake, and while foreign
countries and international organizations promised billions of dollars in
aid, those funds appear to be tightly controlled.1 24 As a result the Haitian
government has a modest budget for public services, and what budget
does exist provides little in the way of water resources management.125
This is most apparent when observing regulatory capacity, as small teams
of ministry staff are tasked with ambitious national mandates. Low
levels of financing have many indirect impacts as well. A watershed
management plan cannot be developed if stakeholders are not
compensated for their time or cannot afford to take time off work to
participate in the process. Violations of water law are unlikely to be
enforced if the injured party cannot afford representation and an
administrative agency will not take action. And a grand vision or
philosophy for water law in Haiti will remain illusory if not coupled with
a commitment to finance ambitious reforms. There may be budget-
neutral solutions to water sector problems, but many solutions will
require investment.
III. INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITIES IN THE TROU-DU-NORD WATERSHED
The first phase of this study collected and analyzed the laws,
policies, and institutions involved in water resources management in
Haiti. Results from that phase suggest that the laws and policies
affecting water resources create a fragmented and uncoordinated water
management framework in which national ministries have overlapping
mandates and rarely coordinate their efforts effectively. In addition,
while the legal framework transfers significant management authorities
(and responsibilities) to local governments, there is little else in the way
of statutory or regulatory guidance for these governments to rely on. For
that reason, the legal framework creates broad ambiguities regarding how
local governments are to be financed, staffed, or otherwise carry out their
122. Mario Silva, Island in Distress: State Failure in Haitr, 23 FLA. J. INT'L L. 49, 65-66
(2011) (citing REPUBLIC OF HAITI PREPARATORY COMM., GROWTH AND POVERTY REDUCTION
STRATEGY PAPER: MAKING A QUALITATIVE LEAP FORWARD 54 (Nov. 2007), http://siteresources.
worldbank.org/INTHAITIINFRENCH/Resources/HaitiDSNCRPEnglish.pdf).
123. Id at 50, 65.
124. See, e.g., Laura Sullivan, In Search of the Red Cross' $500 Million in Haiti Relief,
NAT'L PUB. RADIO (June 3, 2015, 11:35 PM), http://www.npr.org/2015/06/03/411524156/in-
search-of-the-red-cross-500-million-in-haiti-relief.
125. VIJAYA RAMACHANDRAN & JULIE WALZ, CTR. FOR GLOBAL DEV. POL'Y PAPER 004,
HAITI: WHERE HAs ALL THE MONEY GONE? 18-19 (May 2012), http://www.cgdev.org/sites/
default/files/1426185_fileRamachandranWalzhaitiFINAL O.pdf.
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water management duties. These uncertainties could, in theory, create
the interpretational space needed for local governments to experiment
with water management strategies and techniques in ways that foster
resilience and increase sustainability.1 2 6 In practice, it seems more likely
that opaque legal mandates would create confusion and leave local
governments ill-equipped to tackle the daunting challenges of water
management.
The following case study of institutional capacities in the Trou-du-
Nord Watershed in northern Haiti suggests that most agencies and
stakeholders have neither the human nor the financial resources in place
to fulfill their mandates. Some, however, such as DINEPA's local
representatives or the University of Limonade, are relatively well-staffed
and exhibit the continuity of presence needed to justify targeted capacity
building efforts. Others, such as the sections and communes in the
region, may have low levels of capacity in water resources management
but merit engagement in order to secure broad participation in water
management planning efforts. The institutional capacity analysis that
follows has been conducted with an eye toward informing the final
component of the IDB project funding this study: an integrated water
resources management plan for the Trou-du-Nord watershed.
A. Institutional CapacityAssessments
1. Communesl27
The Trou-du-Nord river is located in the Trou-du-Nord
Arrondissement, a subdivision of the Northwest Department of Haiti.'28
The Arrondissement contains four communes: Caracol, Saint Suzanne,
Terrier-Rouge, and Trou-du-Nord.'29 These communes comprise the
local government bloc of stakeholders most integral to a participatory
water management planning strategy, as they represent the core
126. See, eg., Ryan Stoa, Florida Water Management Districts and the Florida Water
Resources Act The Challenges of Basin-Level Managemen4 7 Ky. J. EQUINE, AGRIC. & NAT.
RESoUtRCES L. 73 (2015).
127. Data and information provided throughout this Subpart is attributed to the following
sources: (1) field observations of the author and colleagues, in October 2014, March 2015, and
June 2015; (2) stakeholder interviews conducted by Claudel Noel from May-July 2015
(unpublished) (on file with author); and (3) discussions arising from stakeholder review of this
research in June 2015 (see Part IV below).
128. 7300-Divisions Tertoriales, HAITI-REFERENCE, http://www.haiti-reference.com/
pages/pian/geographic-et-tourisme/divisions-territoriales/ (last visited Feb. 16, 2016).
129. 7320-Attonaissements et Communes D'Haiti, HAITI-REFERENCE, http://haiti-
reference.com/pages/plan/geographie-et-tourisme/divisions-territoriales/arrondissements-et-
communes/ (last visited Feb. 21, 2016).
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geographic regions of the Watershed, while exhibiting a level of
regulatory and management activity that lower levels of government (i.e.,
sections within the communes) lack. For the most part the four
communes do not employ any full-time staff dedicated to water
resources, though some activities fall within the broad scope of water
management. More important, perhaps, is the local support and buy-in
that would be needed from each commune to effectively carry out a
water management plan that modifies the status quo in any meaningful
way.
Caracol is a flood-prone coastal commune on Caracol Bay, at the
mouth of the Trou-du-Nord river. It is sparsely populated, but due to the
Caracol Industrial Park's presence, demographics are in flux and
electricity is reliable. The commune reports a total annual budget of less
than $195,000,130 of which more than 40% comes from a European
Union development project."' The thirty-nine staff members receive an
annual salary of around $4320, but none are dedicated to water
management per se. A significant portion of commune tasks pertain to
waste management, accomplished with wheelbarrows and two
motorcycles. There are no vehicles, nor is there a disposal site in the
commune. While commune staff do not engage in water management
themselves, they do work closely with DINEPA staff on water projects
when necessary.
On the opposite end of the watershed, the commune of Saint
Suzanne sits at the source of the Trou-du-Nord river and comprises a
significant portion of the watershed's catchment area. The overall budget
and staff salaries are similar to those of Caracol, though in practice staff
members are often not paid on time. The office has one functioning
computer, one motorcycle, and no human or financial resources
dedicated to water management. DINEPA's presence is minimal,
supplemented by periodic wells drilled by international NGOs. Staff
conduct street cleaning, but lack an official disposal site. Hygiene
facilities are minimal to nonexistent.
The communes of Terrier-Rouge and Trou-du-Nord lie between
upstream Saint Suzanne and downstream Caracol. Terrier-Rouge is the
eastern commune, sitting directly on the Route Nationale of the northern
130. United States dollar figures throughout this Subpart are converted from Haitian
Gourdes at the 7/31/15 exchange rate of 55.4 Gourdes/Dollar.
13 1. See D6lgation de l'Union Europ6ene en Haiti, Fiche Projet: Programme Intimare
d'Appus j la Gouvemance et i Investissement Local (AGIL), EUR. EXTERNAL AcTIoN SERV.,
http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/haiti/projectsist-of projects/280311_fr.htm (last visited Feb.
21,2016).
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transportation corridor. The industrial park has financed new housing
projects and reliable electricity in the commune. A municipal engineer
on staff facilitates the issuance of construction permits, and the
commune has hired eight staff members to conduct reforestation work.
Most other staff members are engaged in street cleaning. The commune
lacks a waste disposal site, though plans are in place to build a site
capable of serving multiple communes. DINEPA's presence, and hygiene
facilities, are minimal and supplemented by international NGOs. The
overall budget and staff salaries are similar to those of Caracol, with
neither dedicated to water management in any meaningful way.
Finally, the Trou-du-Nord commune forms the western flank of the
watershed. The river flows through the commune before passing by the
industrial park. While no housing projects have been constructed, its
proximity to the park has enabled reliable electricity throughout the
commune. The commune is relatively well-staffed, with an engineer on
hand to issue construction permits and staff members engaged in waste
management and small-scale hygiene projects. However, little
infrastructure is available for these purposes, as the commune has only
one tricycle and some wheelbarrows, no disposal site, and a
dysfunctional water supply system.
2. National Ministries1 3 2
The statutory or policy framework outlined in the first stage of this
Article placed significant emphasis on the principle of subsidiarity,
the idea that water management should take place at the lowest
appropriate governance level.'33 The Framework Law on Water Supply,
Environmental Management Decree, and Agricultural Watershed
Management Policy envision a large role for local governments." The
Decentralization Decree explicitly addresses this strategy,' but even in
1984 the Rural Code tasked local governments with carrying out
varied and relatively complex regulatory activities.'36 To implement
decentralized policies, national ministries created regional offices with
staff in place to represent the ministry and carry out its mandate. Local
132. Data and information provided throughout this Subpart is attributed to the following
sources: (1) field observations of the author and colleagues, in October 2014, March 2015, and
June 2015; (2) stakeholder interviews conducted by Claudel Noel from May-July 2015
(unpublished) (on file with author); and (3) discussions arising from stakeholder review of this
research in June 2015 (see Part IV below).
133. See also Stoa, supra note 95 (discussing the principle of subsidiarity).
134. See supra notes 93, 99 and 82.
135. See Decret sur le cadre de la Decentralisation, supra note 94.
136. See CODE RURAL (Haiti).
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representatives of national ministries in the Trou-du-Nord Watershed are
therefore a potentially fruitful partner in the sense that they can marshal
ministry resources toward local initiatives, while remaining
knowledgeable of conditions on the ground. Unfortunately there is a
stark contrast between the regional capacities of DINEPA and the
Ministry of Agriculture, who are well-staffed in the region, and the
Ministry of Environment, CIAT, and UTE, whose presence is marginal to
nonexistent.
The Ministry of the Environment, with statutory responsibilities
over water resources management (and more broadly, natural resources
management), environmental policy-making, enforcement, and inter-
ministerial coordination, has a conspicuously limited presence in the
Trou-du-Nord watershed. The Ministry does not have a regional
representative in the Northeastern Department, with only one staff
member assigned to a regional office in nearby Cap-Haitien. The lone
representative is unable to fulfill the broad mandates of the Ministry of
the Environment in the region, nor is he capable of working closely with
Arrondissements, Communes, or Sections to assist local governments
with natural or water resources management planning.
The same is true for CIAT and UTE, divisions of the Ministries of
Planning and Economy, respectively. Although CIAT has been tasked
with coordinating the water sector, it principally carries out those
responsibilities in the capital city, Port au Prince. UTE, with oversight
authority of the Caracol Industrial Park, has an occasional presence in the
region but does not maintain a permanent office in the Department.
DINEPA, by contrast, has a relatively strong presence in the Trou-
du-Nord Watershed. The agency has established a decentralized staffing
structure, with regional organizations in place in each department, and
many urban centers. Nonetheless, the twenty-nine DINEPA staff
members overseeing the Trou-du-Nord Watershed reported a highly
centralized decision-making process, in which officials at the Ministry's
headquarters in Port au Prince dominate policy-making and dictate the
entity's strategic direction. Still, DINEPA's water supply, sanitation, and
hygiene provision mandate is well supported by staff in the watershed, all
of whom are dedicated'to these tasks, and therefore act as a component
of water management. Staff make between $6500-$13,000 annually'"
and all have completed their secondary education. The transportation
infrastructure is ample, complemented by basic laboratory equipment.
137. Staff salary also includes benefits, such as a government pension, work insurance,
vehicles and petty cash to conduct field work.
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Considering the scope of the challenge throughout Haiti, staff overseeing
the Trou-du-Nord region are unsurprisingly outmatched, and little is
being done to treat wastewater or monitor water quality in the Watershed.
Still, the local staff are engaged in water management activities and
equipped to carry out basic water supply projects.
The Ministry of Agriculture is similarly well-represented in the
Trou-du-Nord Watershed. The Ministry's northeastern regional office
employs sixty staff members, including staff members placed in
Communal Agriculture Bureaus (local offices for each commune in the
department). Despite the decentralized nature of the Ministry's
Watershed Management Policy, reports on the ground indicate that the
National Office of the Ministry maintains tight control over policy-
making and budgetary allocations, creating heavy reliance from regional
offices on the Ministry's headquarters. Staff are compensated similarly
to DINEPA officials, but the Ministry of Agriculture struggles to retain
engineers or agronomists due to the higher wages paid by the many
agricultural projects sponsored by international NGOs."' More than half
of the Ministry's staff are dedicated to water management, most in terms
of irrigation. Trou-du-Nord offices are hampered by limited access to
data or modeling on climate, precipitation, surface flows, groundwater
stores, or soil quality that would enhance agricultural planning.
Nonetheless, the agency appears knowledgeable of local conditions and
has a meaningful presence in the watershed.
3. Caracol Industrial Park 3 9
Perhaps the most significant development for the Trou-du-Nord
watershed in recent history has been the construction and operation of
the Caracol Industrial Park. While the park has yet to reach full capacity,
it is already making an impact in the region.1 40 As a large apparel
manufacturer, the Park represents both a challenge and an opportunity. A
challenge because the scale of industrial and economic development
138. The faculty of Agronomy and Veterinary Medicine at the State University of Haiti
has a similar retention problem.
. 139. Data and information provided throughout this Subpart is attributed to the following
sources: (1) field observations of the author and colleagues, in Oct. 2014, Mar. 2015, and June
2015; and (2) stakeholder interviews conducted by Claudel Noel from May-July 2015
(unpublished) (on file with author).
140. See Mary Anastasia O'Grady, Hillary's Half-Baked Haiti Project WALL ST. J. (Jan.
11, 2015, 6:18 PM), http://www.wsj.com/articles/mary-anastasia-ogrady-hillarys-half-baked-
haiti-project-1421018329 and Henri-Claude Milller-Poitevien, A WSJ's Columnist Disregarded
About flaii... The Facts, HUFFTNGTON POST (Jan. 15, 2015, 9:52 AM), http://www.huffington
post.com/henriclaudemullerhenriclaude-muellerpoitevien/what-the-wsjs-columnist-d-b_6459892.
html for contrasting views on the early returns of the Park.
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projected for the Park at full capacity may have negative impacts on the
watershed's resources. Water withdrawals may reduce freshwater flows
in the Caracol Bay estuary, pollutant discharges may degrade water
quality, and forest clearing may increase the risk of flooding. Fortunately
these risks can be mitigated, in part due to the opportunity the Park
represents for the watershed. With significant funding from the IDB,
USAID, and foreign investors, the Park has the financial resources to
carry out the watershed studies, monitoring programs, and mitigation
projects that the aforementioned government officials cannot. The Park's
dual nature as both threat and solution therefore makes it a vital
stakeholder in the development of a watershed management plan.
With regard to water management, the Park's structure breaks down
into a water extraction division and a water treatment division. The water
extraction team is employed by SONAPI and hired as consultants,
without benefits, who focus on the three currently operating pumping
stations that draw water from the Trou-du-Nord watershed. There are
eight members of the extraction team, all relatively well-educated. The
infrastructural resources are minimal, however, with no computers or
vehicles to assist staff with maintaining the pumping stations.
Procurement of parts is time-consuming as well, with policy mandating
Haitian sourcing instead of the cheaper and more accessible parts coming
from the Dominican Republic. The water treatment division is managed
by a private contractor, who uses a modified wetlands treatment process
to purify water released back into the Trou-du-Nord river and, ultimately,
Caracol Bay. Staff consists of international experts and local Haitians,
and infrastructure appears accessible and well-maintained.
4. Limonade University
The State University of Haiti's Limonade campus opened in 2012,
with $30 million of investment contributed by the Dominican Republic.141
It is the most modern and well-equipped university campus in northern
Haiti and sits less than ten kilometers from the Trou-du-Nord river.
While the academic functions of the University remain under
development, the professional staff and students represent a promising
partner for water management planning in the region. While the
University does not directly engage in public water resources
management, it has some capacity to contribute to management
141. Haiti OMcially Opens Roi Heni Christophe Campus in Limonade, CARIBBEAN J.
(Sept. 22, 2012, 6:50 PM), http://www.caribjoumal.com/2012/09/22/haiti-officially-opens-roi-
henri-christophe-campus-in-limonade/#.
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planning. Faculty in the fields of hydrology, hydrogeology, and
sustainable development are familiar with best practices in the field of
water management.142 The proximity of the University to the Trou-du-
Nord makes the river an attractive study area for scholarly research and
experiential student learning. The campus provides modem facilities
within which water management planning can take place in a
professional and efficient manner. The University is not a political
agency with fluctuating interests, nor an international organization with
little local history. While the laboratory facilities are undeveloped and
incapable of carrying out periodic water quality or quantity testing in the
watershed, there is interest to match future investments. Finally, there
appears to be less turnover in an academic setting than in government
offices, providing a potential source of continuity in the region.
B. Implications for Water Resources Management Plannig
Field research conducted on institutional capacities should be
understood in context. This study provides a snapshot of existing
capacities as of 2015, but capacities shift from year to year.'43 Feedback
provided suggests that the existing capacities reflect long-standing
limitations in water governance. The dominance of the Ministry of
Agriculture vis a vis the Ministry of the Environment, for example, has
been the norm even since the Environmental Management Decree
transferred many powers to the Ministry of the Environment." In
addition, while the institutions analyzed above were limited in their
abilities to carry out sustainable water management policies, not to
mention their statutory mandates, the deficit in human and financial
resources is being periodically filled by the multitude of international
NGOs and foreign donors in the region.14 5
These organizations engage in a variety of water management
activities, including drilling wells, building latrines, conducting research,
142. Such faculty include Claudel Noel & Virginie Deystunder. See l'UEH en Brel
UNIVERSIt D'ETAT D'HAITI, http://www.ueh.edu.ht/admueh/index.php (last visited Feb. 23, 2016)
for general information about the University of Haiti.
143. See Data: Haiti, supra note 17 for a snapshot of Haiti's shifting capacities across a
variety of indicators.
144. Environment Mgmt. Decree (Oct. 12, 2005) (cited in Haiti: Le gouvernementadopte
an ddcret sur la protection de I'envronnemen4 ALTER PRESSE, http://www.alterpresse.org/spip.
php?article3437#.WKINnW8rldV. (last visited Feb. 13, 2017)).
145. See, e.g., Madeline Kristoff & Liz Panarelli, Haiti: A Republic ofNGOs?, 23 U.S.
INST. PEACE BRIEFS (Apr. 26, 2010), http://www.Usip.org.sites.default.files.PB7020237020Haiti
702097020Republic70200f7020NGOs.pdf; and Kathie Klarreich & Linda Polman, The NGO
Republic ofHait, NATION (Oct. 31, 2012), http://www.thenation.com/article/ngo-republic-haiti/.
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providing training, and supporting government offices.4" While
influential, they were not the focus of this study in part because a robust
water management plan for the Trou-du-Nord depends most crucially on
leadership and engagement from domestic stakeholders. Furthermore,
while government agencies may shift priorities or incur staff turnover,
their presence and organizational structure remains relatively constant (or
changes relatively slowly), while internationally managed projects often
operate intensely in a region for a period of years before leaving, and are
thus more difficult to comprehensively integrate into the water
management framework. Nonetheless, international organizations
remain key partners, with significant potential contributions to water
governance.
1. Strategic Governance Capacity Building
The capacity assessments of communes in the Trou-du-Nord
Arrondissement, national ministries, the Caracol Industrial Park, and
Limonade University suggest that capacity building aimed at improving
water governance in the watershed be mindful of the characteristics and
discrepancies between these organizations. At the moment, for example,
it does not appear that CIAT, UTE, or most importantly, the Ministry of
the Environment are able or willing to maintain a presence in northern
Haiti, much less the watershed. This is problematic because the Ministry
of the Environment is legally responsible for watershed management
planning and would be the natural lead on a planning effort in the Trou-
du-Nord. 47 However, it appears that whatever staff are present in
northern Haiti are fully engaged and overwhelmed. This is not a
conducive environment for a training-based approach to capacity
building, as the opportunity costs of attending training may outweigh the
benefits obtained. Even a staffing-based approach, in which external
funds are dedicated to growing the labor force in the Ministry, may not
be sufficient to reach a threshold in which the Trou-du-Nord receives
sufficient regulatory attention.
The Ministry of Agriculture, on the other hand, has ample staffing
and local offices in each commune, creating a robust presence in the
Watershed.'4 8 While staff are primarily focused on irrigation, the
prevalence of agriculture in the region justifies a strong role for Ministry
146. The institutions canvassed reported working with the IDB, USAID, Food and
Agriculture Organization, European Union, Haiti Outreach, and Living Water International,
among others.
147. WATER GOVERNANCE REPORT VOL. 11 (on file with author).
148. Id
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officials in the planning effort. The centralization of policy-making and
financial control is limiting, but should not impede efforts to diversify
skill sets within local ministry offices.
Similarly, DINEPA's strong presence in the region could be
productively supplemented by training and experiential learning in water
management. While this is already taking place with the help of
international NGOs engaged in water supply, sanitation, and hygiene
services, there is room for placing these activities within a broader water
management paradigm. A consideration of the multiple uses and
demands on water resources would benefit DINEPA and the Trou-du-
Nord Watershed.
Capacity building of communes-Caracol, Saint Suzanne, Terrier-
Rouge, and Trou-du-Nord-is more than justified, but on a more general
governance level than a water management-focused approach.
Commune staff have little in the way of equipment, training, or policy
influence.'4 9 Attaining a level of capacity in which communes can issue
permits, monitor compliance, and enforce violations would require
significant investments and time that may not be available prior to
development of the Trou-du-Nord water management plan. Whether or
not these elements are needed to maintain a robust management plan
remain to be seen, but for purposes of this project, a strategy of
engagement is likely to be more appropriate at this stage.
The Caracol Industrial Park is not an obvious beneficiary of
capacity building arising from a Trou-du-Nord water management
planning effort, despite its strong presence. Many of its staff members
appear well-trained in water management, are focused on discrete roles,
or do not appear likely to be permanent fixtures at the Park. The inverse
is true of faculty and staff at Limonade University, where continuity is
likely and interest is broad, but existing capacities do not approach the
University's capacity ceiling. Because the University is a relatively
impartial actor with a stake in the Trou-du-Nord Watershed's
sustainability, it is an ideal target of capacity building, whether focused
on faculty, students, or infrastructural resources.
2. Strategic Engagement
A successful water management plan engages stakeholders to
ensure broad participation, support, and long-term continuity."' Too
149. Id
150. There is a wealth of research on the subject of stakeholder engagement, particularly
with respect to natural resources and water resources management. See, e.g., Timothy Lynam et
al., A Review of Tools for Incorporating Community Knowledge, Preferences, and Values Into
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often stakeholder engagement is a platitude, involving little more than
public workshops. One of the objectives of this study, however, is to
provide an institutional capacity analysis of water management in the
Trou-du-Nord Watershed in order to foster a more thoughtful approach to
stakeholder engagement. In this case, the various stakeholders bring
unique contributions to the table, with implications for stakeholder
engagement.
The Ministry of the Environment's limited presence in the region as
a whole, for example, creates a dilemma for the Trou-du-Nord planning
effort. On the one hand, the Watershed would benefit from whatever
attention the ministry can provide to it, considering the many other
competing issues in front of its staff. On the other hand, it is not clear the
Ministry can maintain a continuous presence throughout the planning
process and beyond. The Ministry was unavailable for comment on this
study, for example, and did not participate in validation meetings in June
2015. Most likely the Ministry should be continuously invited to
participate in water management planning, but not extensively relied on
to carry out planning functions.
The four communes, however, have a large presence in the
Watershed despite their limited governance capacities. This makes them
ideally suited to focus on community mobilization and public-awareness
raising as well as to provide continuous feedback on the water
management plan from the citizens and water users they represent and
interact with on a daily basis. The communes may play their own roles in
the planning process as well. Saint Suzanne, as the "source" commune,
may contribute by monitoring changes in land use or water demands in
the catchment area that may influence downstream users. Caracol,
similarly, can be equipped to monitor oufflows as the "mouth" commune.
Trou-du-Nord and Terrier-Rouge, as the more urban centers of the
region, may be responsible for management functions such as the
organization of watershed management council meetings.
DINEPA and the Ministry of Agriculture, with their strong presence
and ongoing water management activities in the Watershed, must be
centrally involved. Both agencies would benefit from participation in an
integrated, sector-wide planning process that considers the various
competing demands on water resources. Both agencies have large staff
Decision Making in Natural Resources Managemen4 12 ECOLOGY & Soc'y 5 (2007); Gregg B.
Walker et al., From the Forest to the River: Citizens' View ofStakeholderEngagemen4 13 HuM.
ECOLOGY REv. 193 (2006); Emma L. Tompkins et al., Scenaio-Based Stakeholder Engagement:
Incorporatming Stakeholders Preferences into Coastal Planning for Climate Change, 88 J. ENVTL.
MGMT. 1580 (2008).
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in place to carry out their statutory mandates, suggesting that cooperation
and synergistic potential is high. The influence of national offices in
limiting policy-making and financial control is constrained, but can be
overcome collectively more easily than alone. The agencies also have the
greatest potential to enforce violations of the water management plan.
Communes lack capacity and cross-jurisdictional authority, while
SONAPI and Limonade University are less closely integrated with state
functions.
SONAPI and the Caracol Industrial Park, as the major economic
actors in the Watershed, are equally important. While neither may be
appropriate for capacity building efforts, ensuring that operators of the
Park are engaged and buy into the Trou-du-Nord water management plan
is a necessary element of the planning process. Without the Park's
support and participation, the plan is unlikely to be carried out
effectively, if at all. The Park's resources, as mentioned above, also
represent an opportunity to initiate meaningful water quality and quantity
testing in the Watershed.
Finally, Limonade University's focus on research and education can
be harnessed to serve as the intellectual, research, and training center of
the water management planning process. Engaging faculty to participate
in sponsored research, and encouraging students to learn water
management skills, is a long-term investment in the Watershed." The
University is young, and successful engagement into the planning
process may guide the University's academic and organizational
priorities toward water resources, in the Trou-du-Nord Watershed and
beyond.
C Toward a Water Management Plan for the Trou-du-Nord River
Basin
The results of this study form the basis for the creation of an
institutional structure that will carry out a water management plan in the
Trou-du-Nord watershed. The plan adopts a participatory approach, in
which the stakeholders affected by, and affecting, water management in
the region are full participants in the concept, design, planning, and
implementation phases of the water management plan. A participatory
approach is advantageous because stakeholders are likely to settle on a
management structure that is realistic, while the participatory process
151. See, e.g, Bruce Missingham, Participatory Learning and Popular Education
Stategies for Water Education, 150 J. CONTEMP. WATER RES. & EDUC. 34 (2013); L. Douglas
James, A Historical Perspective on Water Resources Education, OPENSTJC, http://opensiuc.
lib.siu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article= 1428&context-jcwre (last visited Feb. 23, 2016).
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increases the likelihood that stakeholders and communities feel a sense
of ownership over the process and plan.
That being said, it is possible to project how the various actors with
roles in the planning process might interact, and how the planning
structure itself might take shape. More than likely the collective will
need to be institutionalized as a basin commission or council, with each
stakeholder playing a role in council governance. In the Artibonite
watershed, an Inter-Ministerial Commission was created for the Peligre
Dam that has shown positive results by ensuring that the various needs
and mandates of the ministries are incorporated into the multiple use
management framework of the dam. It is not clear a similar approach
would be as useful in the Trou-du-Nord because it lacks the national-
level importance that could secure full participation from national
ministries; at present only DINEPA and the Ministry of Agriculture are
significantly active in the watershed. However, interministerial
coordination between these two ministries, if none else, would represent
positive change as domestic water supply and irrigation are two of the
major water uses of the Trou-du-Nord.
The four communes will necessarily play a major role in the
Commission, as they represent the urban and rural communities whose
water needs depend on the Trou-du-Nord's water resources. As
mentioned above, the communes may come to the table with different
interests. An upstream commune may desire a management plan that
prioritizes water use, while a downstream commune may desire a
management plan that prioritizes water quality. The management plan
will need to balance these interests in an equitable way by allowing
reasonable water uses, while implementing water quality programs or
monitoring that provide some protection to downstream users. The
communes may also be incentivized to work together on common issues
by collectively forming a water users association or comprising a major
voting bloc in the basin Commission.
A central challenge for the institutionalization of the water
management plan will be leadership. Simply put, who will be in charge
of coordination, implementation, and enforcement? There are two
approaches to addressing this challenge. The first approach involves the
direction of a clear leader for the plan. This can be one institution in
perpetuity, or a rotating chair. The advantage of this approach is that
there is no ambiguity regarding roles and responsibilities. One
disadvantage is that it can be difficult to identify one institution to take
on these major tasks. In the Trou-du-Nord, for example, the University
of Limonade is somewhat independent, but not a major water user, so the
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other users may be hesitant to give the University broad management
powers. The PIC, on the other hand, is a major user, but is not as
integrated with surrounding Haitian communities historically. The
communes may not have the capacity to undertake basin commission
leadership. For these reasons, the Trou-du-Nord basin commission
leadership may follow the second approach, in .which roles and
responsibilities are shared between stakeholders. The university, for
example, may be put in charge with coordination and administration, as
well as research and training. DINEPA and the Ministry of Agriculture
may be responsible for enforcement of water supply or irrigation
violations and policy-making. The communes may be responsible for
community engagement and water monitoring. The PIC, finally, is well-
placed to mobilize funds and sustain interest in the management plan.
Other actors, like NGOs or donor-funded projects, may participate and
contribute to the planning and implementation process when their
projects and priorities allow for significant engagement in the Trou-du-
Nord.
Ultimately, a successful and sustainable water management plan
must come from the stakeholders. This study has identified the
strengths, weaknesses, and potential roles of the various actors in the
Trou-du-Nord watershed, but the process of water management
continues. This study has identified a potential structure and roles for a
basin commission, as well as significant potential for coordination
between stakeholders to reap rewards for all water users. How the water
management plan moves forward will depend on a continuous and
meaningful participatory approach.
IV. RESULTS VALIDATION AND FURTHER RESEARCH
An integral component of legal and institutional field research is
results validation. Particularly for a study of this nature, in which the
legal or official backdrop is contrasted by realities on the ground,
stakeholders play a large role in complementing and calibrating research
results. While this study was reviewed by outside experts, two validation
workshops were conducted in Haiti in mid-June 2015. Stakeholders
were presented with the preliminary results of the legal and institutional
analysis, as well as data collected during the institutional capacity
assessment phase. Finally, stakeholders were given a list of oft-cited and
potential reforms in order to gauge priorities and reform efforts likely to
receive a high return on investment. These reform options included the
following: establish water use priorities, consolidate authority, strengthen
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coordination, build capacity, increase financing, and promote
subsidiarity.
Establish Water Use Pioiies. A national water strategy is lacking
at present in Haiti. This is not particularly unique-the United States
infamously lacks a national strategy for water management, for
example. 5 2 But a water strategy that prioritizes water uses and articulates
a vision or philosophy for water resource management could help guide
decision-makers when allocating financial or human resources,
approving permits, or when prioritizing enforcement of violations. Haiti
might, for example, deem water supply, sanitation, and hygiene a priority
use over all other water uses. That would be in line with customary
international water law, as instruments such as the 1997 United Nations
Watercourses Convention or the 2004 Berlin Rules on Water Resources
identify vital human needs as a priority over all other water uses.'
Going further, a national strategy could prioritize agriculture/irrigation or
environmental protection to be a priority over industrial, commercial,
recreational, or energy uses.
Articulating priority of use is the easy part. However, carrying out
that vision is challenging on a number of fronts: (1) it may require
restructuring of the national budget and human resources; (2) the
established priority of use may not be in the public interest in each
instance in which it is applied; and (3) enforcement of the strategy and
priorities requires cooperation from ministries and local governments.
Merely articulating priority of uses may still make an impact however.
Ministries (e.g., Agriculture, Environment, Public Works) that issue
permits for using water resources would have a guide from which to base
decisions and national priorities, and courts will have a persuasive
legislative source of authority to resolve conflicts between water users.
Consolidate Authoity. As proposed by Emmanuel and Dubus in
1998,1'5 Haiti could consolidate authority over water resources
management into one national-level ministry. Consolidating authority in
this manner would confer several advantages. First, it would reduce the
need for enhanced coordination between the various ministries with a
role in water resources management, since those activities would be
consolidated into one ministry. While the ministry itself would need to
152. See generally Ryan Stoa, Droughts, Floods, and Wildfires: Paleo Perspectives on
Disaster Lawn the Anthropocene, 27 GEO. INT'L ENVTL. L. REv. 393 (2015).
153. Convention on the Law of the Non-Navigational Uses of International Watercourses,
G.A. Res 51/229, Annex, U.N. GAOR, 51st Sess. Supp. No. 49, U.N. Doc. A/51/49 art. 10
(opened for signature May 21, 1997; Int'l Law Ass'n, Berlin Rules on Water Resources and
Conunentary, 71 INT'LL. ASS'N REP. CONF. 334 art. 14 (2004)).
154. EMMANUEL & DuBus, supm note 19, at 7.
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ensure coordination internally, it is likely that it could do so more
efficiently than is presently the case and might benefit from the
opportunity to build synergies between, for example, staff tasked with
hydrological data monitoring and urban water suppliers. Second, a water
ministry would give foreign donors-who have a significant presence in
the water sector-with one point of contact (or at least far fewer points of
contact) with which to collaborate and carry out water projects. Donors
often carry out their projects without capitalizing on opportunities to
work with national ministries, and a single water ministry would increase
the potential for Haitian involvement in foreign projects.' Similarly, a
water ministry would be an elegant way to build relationships between
the national and local governments. There is confusion at present
regarding the obligations of local governments and whom at the national
level they should be working with. A single water ministry may clarify
the roles and responsibilities of local officials, and generally streamline
the working relationship between national and local governments.
Of course, a restructuring of this nature has several costs. For one,
existing ministries would have to give up certain powers over water
management. In some cases that might not be strategic. The Ministries
of Agriculture and Public Works already have significant expertise on
irrigation and water supply, respectively, and transferring those powers to
a single water ministry may disrupt existing administrative structures that
are working well enough. It is also not clear what role the Ministry of
the Environment would have in water resources management if a water
ministry were created. The Ministry of the Environment is ostensibly
responsible for many aspects of water management already, but struggles
to carry out its mandate. Removing that authority and placing it in a new
ministry may not overcome the obstacles the Ministry of the
Environment is facing-the new ministry may simply inherit those
problems.
Strengthen Coordination. As mentioned above, the water sector in
Haiti struggles with a lack of coordination between national ministries
(horizontal) and between national and local governments (vertical).
Stakeholders also complain about a lack of coordination between them
and foreign donors. Accordingly, attention can be paid to creating a
coordinating body for water resources management in Haiti. The
Ministry of Planning and its CIAT currently occupy this space, but they
are tasked with coordinating all inter-ministerial and donor activities.
Given that all-encompassing mandate, it is not surprising that water
155. Seeid.at7-8.
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sector coordination receives insufficient attention. Creating a body
whose sole task is to coordinate between water sector stakeholders would
presumably lead to opportunities for collaboration, increased learning
outcomes, and fewer redundant initiatives. The coordinating body could
be a stand-alone, independent government body, or logically placed in
the Minisiry of Planning or a newly created water ministry.
Like any coordinating or inter-institutional body, an inter-ministerial
entity specific to the water sector is only as productive as its participating
members want it to be. The coordinating body is unlikely to wield
powers capable of compelling action; rather, action will depend on
members seeking to collaborate and improve water resources
management. It is likely that "win-win" opportunities exist in Haiti's
water sector that are not being capitalized on due to a failure of
communication between stakeholders. In those cases a coordinating
body would prove successful. But just as likely is the reality that some
water resource reforms are a "win-lose" proposition, and in those cases, a
coordinating body will struggle to persuade potential losers to take
action. As such, a coordinating body will represent an empty forum for
talk and little action.
Build Capacity. Building capacity is a popular and uncontroversial
recommendation for many institutions in many countries and is a favored
approach to development by many foreign donors.' Building capacity
often means improving the quality and quantity of human resources in
key institutions. The Ministry of the Environment, for example, has the
power to manage natural resources in Haiti, but little in the way of
qualified environmental experts capable of assessing resource issues and
acting to remediate them. This is a recurring problem throughout the
water sector, as local governments lack appropriate expertise to manage
water resources and ministries lack the staff (or tools) to carry out their
mandates. Therefore, building capacity by investing in people and water
education in Haiti is a promising opportunity. This can be accomplished
in a few different ways, including investments in Haitian educational
156. See, e.g., United Nations Dep't of Econ. & Soc. Affairs, Internation/alNetworkang for
Capacity Buildhg in Integrated Water Resources Management (Cap-net), SUSTAINABLE DEV.,
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/partnership/?p=1560 (last visited Feb 23, 2016); Projects
& Operations: GZ- Water Sector Capacity Building, WORLD BANK, http://www.worldbank.org/
projects/Pl 17443/gz-water-sector-capacity-building?lang-en (last visited Feb. 23, 2016);
Projects & Operations: Tec/micalAssistance for Water-Sector Capacity Building, WORLD BANK,
http://www.worldbank.org/projects/Pl 1 2 097/technical-assistance-water-sector-capacity-building?
lang-en;&tab-overview (last visited Feb. 23, 2016); Water and Development Strategy 2013-
2018, U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L DEv. (2013), https://www.usaid.gov/sites/default/files/
documents/1865/USAIDWaterStrategy_3.pdf.
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institutions (supporting university courses in water resources
management, for example), short courses for water sector professionals,
and incentives for highly-qualified experts to take and stay in
government positions.
As much as capacity building is favored by the donor community, it
still remains an elusive goal. It is difficult to quantify or monitor
investments in human resources and the impacts they might have, and the
results can often take years or decades to come to fruition.1 7
Furthermore, building capacity runs into a brain drain dilemma for
investors: once someone receives training and expands their skill-set,
they increase their market value and may find more lucrative
employment elsewhere, thereby negating the impact of the original
investment.'" This effect can be dampened by focusing on building a
long-term source for water education (e.g., universities), but that
approach is less likely to produce the immediate impacts donor projects
may be looking for.
Increase Financing. The Haitian government and foreign donors
must make budgetary decisions that allocate funds between a myriad of
worthy sectors and projects. Ideally each sector would receive funding
amounts commensurate with the total needed to create a healthy
economy and a healthy environment, but that is not always the case. It
may be that the Haitian water sector does not have structural or policy
issues but simply an imbalance between the costs needed to sustainably
manage water resources and the funding it actually receives. Costs can
incur in the short-term (paying staff salaries), while benefits emerge in
the long-term (building capacity). Either way, a well-functioning public
sector requires financing, and injecting more into the water sector would
alleviate many concerns.
Of course, funding is scarce and budget allocations have an
opportunity cost. Investing more money in water resources management
might mean less money for primary education or public healthcare. The
benefits of sustainable water resources management confer on future
generations, but politicians have concerns rooted in the present. Haiti is
157. See, eg., SARAH FORD ET AL., U.S. AGENCY FOR INT'L DEV., TECHNICAL BRIEF No. 1,
CHALLENGES ENCOUNTERED IN CAPACITY BUILDING: A REVIEW OF LITERATURE AND SELECTED
TooLs (Apr. 2010).
158. Segun Joshua, Ilemobola P. Olanrewaju & Onome Ebiri, Leadership, Brain Drain and
Human Capacity Building i Afidca: The Nigenan Experence, 3 RES. J. ORGANIZATIONAL
PSYCHOL. & EDUC. STUD. 283 (2014).
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by many metrics the poorest country in the Western Hemisphere,' and
public funds are lacking in many sectors."' Donors may provide relief
but necessarily have their own interests to be mindful of. Finally, there is
no guarantee that an increased investment in the water sector would lead
to a sustainably improved environment if other structural issues persist.
Promote Subsidiaity. A central tenet of Integrated Water
Resources Management (IWRM)-an emerging and popular water
management philosophy-is that water management should take place at
the lowest appropriate governance level (echoing the principle of
subsidiarity).1 6 ' In theory, this would place decision-making authority in
the hands of stakeholders with the most localized knowledge of a
particular water resource, foster innovation and management tailored to
the local environment, reduce inefficiencies of national level
bureaucracy, reduce transboundary conflicts by creating institutions
around the boundaries of the water resource itself, and encourage local
stakeholder involvement. Decentralization need not be a zero-sum game
in which national level ministries lose out either-national administrative
agencies are often happy to share responsibilities with local governments.
In practice, however, decentralization can lead to perverse results.'62
Local governments in Haiti are already responsible for a wide variety of
tasks related to water resources management and often fail to fulfill those
obligations. At the heart of the failure is a lack of financial and human
resources being dedicated to support local governments in carrying out
these obligations. If these entities are not equipped to handle an increase
in responsibility, decentralization merely shifts the burden of public
responsibility from one agency to another. In Haiti, a strong push for
decentralization must be accompanied by a commensurate increase in
financial and human support.
A. Stakeholder Review: Limonade, Haiti June 16, 2015
The first stakeholder workshop was conducted at the State
University of Haiti Limonade campus on June 16, 2015.163 The workshop
159. See Silva, supra note 122, at 65 (citing The World Factbook: Hait, CENT.
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, http://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/geov/ha.html
(last visited Feb. 23, 2016).
160. See, e.g., EMMANUEL PINTO MOREIRA, WORLD BANK COUNTRY STUDY No. 44651,
HAITI--PUBLIC EXPENDITURE MANAGEMENT AND FINANCIAL ACCOUNTABILITY REVIEW (Aug. 7,
2008), http://www.documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/2008/06/9660607/Haiti-public-
expenditure-management-financial-accountability-review.
161. See, e.g., Stoa, supra note 95.
162. Id. at 32.
163. WATER GOVERNANCE REPORT VOL. III (on file with author).
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brought together four of the five core institutions identified in this study
as most crucial to ensure successful implementation of a Trou-du-Nord
water management plan: representatives from the communes, DINEPA,
the Ministry of Agriculture, and Limonade University were in
attendance.'" The objectives of the workshop were three-fold: (1) to
solicit feedback from local communities and ministry officials on the
preliminary results of the legal and institutional framework analysis,
(2) to solicit feedback from local communities and ministry officials on
the preliminary results of the institutional capacity assessments, and
(3) to initiate the Trou-du-Nord water management planning process
through direct stakeholder engagement and lay the foundation for future
collaboration.16
Stakeholder feedback can be consolidated into three broad
reactions. First, there was general agreement that the conclusions of the
legal analysis (again, that water governance in Haiti is fragmented across
national ministries and local governments and that statutory ambiguities
frustrate coordination and implementation) are accurate and reflect the
realities of water governance in Haiti and in the Trou-du-Nord region.
Stakeholders expressed frustration that procedures for implementation
are not provided by implementing legislation or national regulations,
while national ministries provide little in the way of guidance or capacity
support. Second, despite the absence of the Ministry of the Environment,
the importance of ecosystem services and environmental principles were
repeatedly mentioned as an important aspect of water management that is
currently lacking in Haiti. Finally, when pressed to identify sector-wide
reforms that would be likely to improve water governance in Haiti,
stakeholders concentrated on two. First, the lack of agency capacity was
repeatedly mentioned as a limiting factor in, and partly responsible for
preventing, effective water governance. Second, the creation of a
Ministry of Water was promoted as a more effective mechanism to
consolidate water management authority and coordinate the sector. The
feedback from stakeholders largely validates the preliminary research of
this study, but also suggests that water management planning in the Trou-
du-Nord Watershed should take advantage of the breadth of stakeholder
knowledge available.
164. Representatives from the Caracol Industrial Park did not attend, nor did staff from the
Ministry of the Environment.
165. A report of this workshop, prepared by Professor Claudel Noel of Limonade
University, is not published but is on file with the author and available upon request.
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B. Stakeholder Review: Port au Prince, Haiti, June 18, 2015
The second stakeholder workshop was conducted in Petionville, on
the outskirts of Port au Prince, on June 18, 2015.' The workshop was
attended by most of the national agencies involved in water management,
including the Ministries of Agriculture, Environment, Public Works
(DINEPA), Planning (CIAT), and Economy (UTE). Given the
participation of national-level ministry officials, however, this workshop
was less focused on the Trou-du-Nord Watershed area. Instead, the
national implications of the legal and institutional research results were
prioritized, with an eye toward how national policies would have a
"downstream" impact on local governments tasked with carrying out
extensive mandates they generally lack the capacity to fulfill.
Just as stakeholders in the Trou-du-Nord Watershed affirmed the
preliminary results of this study, so too did the representatives from
national ministries. However, the points of emphasis diverged somewhat,
with national ministries placing more emphasis on insufficient capacities
(such as infrastructure, technology, and experienced staff) rather than
incoherent or contradictory statutory mandates as a reason for
dysfunctional water governance in Haiti. The discussions suggested that
national ministries adhere more to some policies than to others, and
largely adopt their own internal priorities (e.g., the Ministry of
Agriculture's Watershed Management Policy). This may be a response to
the lack of enforcement or coordination in the sector as a whole.
Stakeholders were also concerned about their reliance on international
NGOs and foreign donors for capacity support. This dynamic is not new
in Haiti,1 67 but it bears consideration that self-sufficiency in the water
sector is an expressed goal of both donors and national ministries.
Regarding potential reforms, the national ministries were less
enthusiastic about a Ministry of Water than the local governments and
ministry representatives, but echoed the need for enhanced agency
capacities.
C Suggestions for Further Research
The results of this water governance study have several implications
for further research. This study showed that, on paper, water laws and
policies are contradictory and fragment the sector, while isolating local
governments from resources needed to carry out their mandates in a
166. A report of this workshop, prepared by Professor , Urbain Fifi of Quisqueya
University, is not published but is on file with the author and available upon request.
167. See Kristoff& Panarelli, supm note 145; Klarreich & Polman, supm note 145.
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supposed decentralization framework. In addition, the case study of the
Trou-du-Nord Watershed demonstrated that institutional capacities to
manage water resources sustainably and in an integrated way are limited.
Several lines of research extend from these conclusions.
First, while this study was able to analyze national-level institutions
and agencies in a general way (e.g., the Ministry of the Environment
does not have sufficient capacity to set and enforce environmental
policy), a comprehensive and detailed analysis of institutional capacities
at the national level is needed to broaden understanding of water
governance in Haiti. Similarly, this study's results paint a picture of a
dysfunctional water sector, but it is not clear if the dysfunction is the
result of factors unique to the sector or if cross-cutting governance
challenges throughout Haitian political life manifest themselves just as
well in the water sector. Most likely cross-cutting challenges appear in
the sector along with unique characteristics that present obstacles to
water governance in many countries, but ascertaining the primary
sources of dysfunction may prove useful to future development efforts.
Finally, while this study has investigated the laws, institutions, and
institutional capacities related to water governance, other natural
resources have received little research attention to date. Coastal
resources management, for example, is the focus of several recent
development projects,'" but a comprehensive assessment of the major
governance forces shaping coastal zone management is lacking.
Governance may be the most important element of natural resources
management, but in Haiti, the most basic questions (What law governs?
Who is in charge? What is being done?) often go unanswered. This
study has attempted to answer some of those questions for water
governance, but much research and implementation lies ahead.
V. CONCLUSION
This study comprised three distinct yet integrated research phases.
In the first phase, the legal and institutional analysis paints the picture of
a water sector in Haiti that is highly fragmented and lacks coordination.
While some laws are reasonably constituted, many others lack specificity
with respect to roles and responsibilities. In addition, many laws do not
realistically take into account the institutional capacities of national
ministries or local governments. As a result, the legal framework for
168. See, e.g., New Marine Protected Area Created in Northeastern Haiti, CRITICAL
ECOSYSTEM PARTNERSHIP FUND (Jan. 28, 2014), http://www.cepf.net/news/top-stories/Pages/
New-marine-protected-area-created-in-northeastern-Haiti.aspx.
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water resources management in Haiti provides insufficient guidance to
agencies and stakeholders.
In the second phase, capacity assessments of institutions in the
Trou-du-Nord Watershed in Northern Haiti demonstrated that local
governments and agencies have insufficient capacities to carry out
complex and integrated water resources management activities, with
implications for future management planning efforts. Efforts to develop
a water management plan for the Caracol Industrial Park and the Trou-
du-Nord Watershed, in particular, should account for the existing
capacities of institutions in the region by tailoring the plan's stakeholder
participation and capacity building strategies.
In the last phase, stakeholder workshops were conducted in the
Trou-du-Nord Watershed and in Port-au-Prince to validate the
preliminary results of this study and solicit additional insights. The
workshops made clear that while institutional capacities are low,
stakeholders have a keen awareness of the limitations of those
institutions. At both the national and watershed level, government
representatives acknowledged that water governance in Haiti is sorely
underdeveloped, while pressing for more engagement and research from
the international community. The goal of this study was to contribute to
the emerging body of research on the Haitian water sector in order to
promote development and reform. While water governance in Haiti
remains a challenge, this study hopes to have painted a clearer picture of
the landscape and its obstacles.
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